
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL verkehrsmittel 

RADFAHREN / CYCLING 

cycling: das Radfahren 
• bicycle: das Fahrrad, die Fahrrader; das Rad, die Rader 
• motorcycle: das Motorrad, die Motorrader 
• moped, motor-scooter: das Moped, die Mopeds 
• electronic bicycle with pedals: das Mota, die Mofas 
• bicycle path: der Radweg, die Radwege 

10 important rules and tips for cycling safety on German streets 

5. Lights, brakes and a bell are a must 

While wearing a helmet is recommended, there is no official obligation to wear one. Lights, breaks 

and a bell on the other hand are all mandatory. 

Failing to comply with these rules can result in the police handing you a fine, according to the DVR. 

This means, for instance, if you choose to bike at night but your lights aren't working, don't be 

surprised if a cop slaps you with a ticket. 

In cities such as Munster in North Rhine-Westphalia, which was recently deemed Germany's most 

bike-friendly city, police have a keener eye on the offences committed by cyclists. 

Family members of mine who live in Munster have told me that riders there often get fined for lack 

of a bike light, though I've yet to ever hear of anyone coughing up cash for lacking a bell. 

Personally though, I don't see the bell rule as a bad thing. A bell is useful not only to alert 

pedestrians who unwittingly step onto the bike lane (and potentially force you to come to a 

screeching halt), but also to give fellow cyclists a heads up when you want to overtake them. 

6. Do not cycle if you have drunk alcohol 

As some of the points previously mentioned in this list highlight, oftentimes bike riders have to 

follow the same rules that vehicle drivers do - and refraining from driving while drunk is one of 

them. 

If you are found with a blood alcohol level of 1.6 percent or more in your system, you can gather up 

to 3 points as well as receiving a fine. Similarly, you're not allowed to call or text on your mobile 

phone while cycling. 

7. Use hand signals to indicate turns 

Using hand signals to show motorists and fellow bikers your intention to turn is not only courteous, 

it also avoids potentially dangerous situations such as a cyclist ramming into you from behind. 


